
Seattle Off ice of
Police Accountability

July 1, 2019

To: Inspector General Lisa Judge

OPA is providing this memo to you to detail several matters we recently discovered concerning
Sarah Lippek's review of OPA investigations. The issues identified herein arose in three cases and we
have not completed a further in-depth analysis to determine whether these problems are broader in
scope. However, we believe that these issues are significant enough that they warrant raising them
to you directly.

Certification Memorandums

a. 20190PA-0105

As you are aware, on June 5, 2019, OPA notified the OIG that we were implementing SMC
3.29.260(G). Under this provision of the Accountability Ordinance, when the OIG does not provide a

certification or request additional investigation within 10 days of the date that the completed
investigation is provided to the OIG for certification review, the OPA Director may certify the
investigation as objective, thorough, and timely and proceed to issue findings. In that June 5
notification, OPA informed the OIG that three cases - 20180PA-1148' 20180PA-1163' and 20190PA~
0105- had been self-certified. Of these three cases, only 20190PA-0105 contained recommended
sustained findings.

On June 6, 2019,1 received an IAPrO routing from Ms. Lippek. In that routing, she wrote the
following: "Hello- I did review and certify this one, but must have failed to document. I have the
cert memo, and will upload it tomorrow or ASAP (having trouble with uploads today.)" In a reply
routing sent that same day, I thanked Ms. Lippek for letting me know and told her that, once she
uploaded the certification and given her assertion to me that she had already reviewed the case, I

would amend my DCM to remove the administrative note that discussed OPA'S self-certification.
Ms. Lippek sent me another routing on June 10, 2019, in which she responded to OPA'S June 6
response. She indicated therein that she would let me know when she uploaded the certification.

However, Ms. Lippek did not upload the certification until June 14, 2019. When I reviewed the
certification, I noticed that it was dated June 3, 2019, two days prior to OPA'S email regarding self-
certification and 11 days before the upload date. I found these dates to be confusing and, in order to
properly characterize the OIG'S review when amending the DCM, l accessed the IAPrO usage log for
this case.

The usage log reflects that Ms. Lippek was routed the case for classification review on February 28,

2019. She accessed the case for the first time on March 1, 2019. On that date, she accessed routings
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and reviewed OPA'S Intake Follow-Up, but no other documents. Based on that review, she
concurred with OPA'S proposed investigation classification by means of a routing on that same day.
The case was again routed to Ms. Lippek for final review and certification on May 7, 2019. The usage
logs then show that she was active in the case in IAPrO on May 13, 2019 between 13:31 hours and
13:32 hours, The records show that she reviewed the Original Complaint Email document and again
looked at the Intake Follow-Up. She did not access any other documents, interviews, or videos. It is
important to note that the documents available for her review when she accessed the case in IAPrO
on May 13, 2019 included the all of the documents associated with OPA'S completed investigation
(including, among other documents, the Investigation Plan and Case Summary and OPA interviews).

The IAPrO usage log reflects that Ms. Lippek did not reenter the case until June 6, three days after
the date she listed on the certification. This was the same date on which she informed me through a

routing that she had reviewed the case but that the certification had simply not been uploaded. On
June 6, she was in the file three times. On the first occasion, she was in the case between 14:28
hours and 14:31 hours and accessed routings but did not open or review any documents. Her
routing to me at 14:31 hours stated, "Hello - I did review and certify this one, but must have failed to
document. I have the cert memo, and will upload it tomorrow or ASAP (having trouble with uploads
today.)" She logged in for a second time at 17:12 hours and again between 17:29 and 17:31 hours.
however, she viewed no documents and only accessed routings. The records show that she again
entered the case on June 10 at 13:26 hours. She was active in the file for one minute and responded
to a routing from me about amending the DCM to reflect her referenced pending certification. She
viewed no documents at this time. Lastly, the records show that she entered the case four times on
June 14. The first and second times were between 9:48 and 9.50, and again at 9.51, but she viewed
no documents. On the third and fourth occasions, she was active in the file for approximately two
minutes at 17:45 and 17:46 hours, at which time she uploaded the certification and accessed
routings but viewed no other documents or case materials.

Based on OPA'S review, I cannot amend the DCM to reflect that this case was timely reviewed and
certified by the OIG. OPA'S analysis of the routings and the usage log yields the conclusion that, after
this case was provided to Ms. Lippek for certification review, she was largely inactive in the case and
reviewed only two preliminary investigation documents and none of the materials associated with
OPA'S full investigation, which included videos, named employees, interviews, use of force reports,
and documentation associated with the subject's injuries. In comparison, during my review of this
case to prepare to write the DCM, I spent over three hours in the file and reviewed more than 15
unique documents and other multimedia.

Given the above, l am concerned that Ms. Lippek's statement to me on June 6 that she previously
reviewed the case and her dating of the certification memorandum of June 3 were knowingly
inaccurate statements.

In a second case, 20190PA-0030, OPA routed the investigation to Ms. Lippek for certification on
May 28, 2019. On June 19, 2019, 22 days after the case was first routed to Ms. Lippek, I requested
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that she provide a certification within two days. l informed her that the certification was needed
within two days because the case likely had a sustained dishonesty allegation and OPA needed
sufficient time to review the case and to write the DCM, submit the case to the chain of command
for review, hold the discipline meeting, and collaborate on the drafting of the proposed Disciplinary
Action Report.

The certification was not uploaded on June 21, 2019, which was the date requested by OPA. On June
24, 2019, Ms. Lippek uploaded the certification. When OPA reviewed the certification, l observed
that it was dated June 21. Based on my observations from 20190PA-0105,1 reviewed the usage log
for this case.

The usage log entries reflect that, prior to my June 19 routing, Ms. Lippek had only accessed the
case twice. On the first occasion, which occurred on February 8, 2019, Ms. Lippek was active in the
case for one minute between 13:17 and 13:18 hours and accessed several routings. She did not look
at any documents. This coincided with the case being routed to her for classification review. It is
unclear from OPA'S analysis what Ms. Lippek based her classification agreement on given her failure

to review any of the case documents.

The second occasion, which occurred on April 17, 2019, coincided with a request from OPA to
remove one of the allegations that had previously been included in the case. Ms. Lippek first
accessed the file for one minute between 14:56 and 14:57 hours on this date, in which she viewed
the Intake Follow Up, Original Complaint Email, and Officer Gronewold Interview Transcript for
20160PA-1291. Ms. Lippek left the file open but there is no record of activity between 14:57 hours
and 16:21 hours on April 17, 2019. Then, in the seven minutes between 16:21 and 16:28 hours, Ms.
Lippek viewed both the Investigation Plan and Case Summary and Intake Follow Up documents
twice each. She accessed the routings before closing out of the case at 16:28 hours.

After the case was routed for certification review on May 28, the records reflect that Ms. Lippek did
not access the case again until June 24. This was three days after the date she listed on the
certification. On June 24, Ms. Lippek was active in the file for five minutes between 12:44 and 12:49
hours. During that time, she reviewed only one document- OPA'S Investigation Plan and Case
Summary. She reviewed that document at 12:46 hours and, three minutes later, she uploaded her
certification indicating that the investigation was thorough, objective, and timely. It is unclear to
OPA how Ms. Lippek conducted a sufficient review of this case given that she spent only three
minutes in the case and reviewed only one document on June 24, unless she somehow relied on
documents she reviewed (for approximately eight minutes) two months prior on April 17.

Given the timelines discussed above, OPA is again concerned that the date listed in the certification
was knowingly inaccurate. While, standing alone, this case may have been dismissed by OPA as an
anomaly, it is problematic when viewed in concert with the similar situation in 20190PA-0105.
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On May 29, 2018, Ms. Lippek recused herself from 20190PA-0283, self-disclosing that she did so
because she is a "close acquaintance" of the complainant. However, on June 24, 2019, Ms. Lippek
sent me a routing indicating that she did not believe that the evidence was sufficient to expedite the
one remaining allegation that was subject to a full investigation. I wrote back informing Ms. Lippek
that she had accessed and responded to a routing in a case that she was recused from. I further
explained to Ms. Lippek that the routing she reviewed and responded to was an internal routing
from an OPA Sergeant to myself and that I was continuing to evaluate this matter and had not yet
made a decision on whether or not to propose the case to the OIG for re-classification as a entirely
expedited investigation. Ms. Lippek did not reply to me to explain her reasons for improperly
accessing the case and for responding to an internal OPA routing that had not been sent to her.

Further review of the usage log for the IAPrO file indicated that Ms. Lippek accessed the case on May

30, 2019, which was the day after she recused herself, and then twice on June 24. While Ms.
Lippek's accessing of a case in which she was recused from and making a case recommendation
decision may be an isolated incident, OPA finds it problematic. As such, OPA requests that this
matter be evaluated by the OIG and that there be stricter policies concerning OIG employees
accessing cases in which they have recused themselves, where there is an actual or potential conflict
of interest, or where there is no investigatory or audit-related need for them to be within the file.

OPA, like the OIG, is committed to the ongoing integrity of the accountability regime. The failure of
the OIG to complete sufficient case reviews, the insertion of incorrect dates on certification
memorandums, the making of potential knowingly inaccurate statements in IAPrO routings, and the
improper accessing of cases have impacted OPA'S internal confidence in reviews by the OIG and run
the risk of undermining public confidence in the overall system. We ask that you promptly address
the issues set forth herein. Please let us know of any steps you plan to take in this regard.
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